
Enduring the solitude of the enigmatic Ice Moon for years, the very identity of his frigid haven 
remained a mystery, lost in the expanse of the cosmos. As time passed, he recognized that the journey 
back to normalcy stretched across a vast span of years. Despite the fortunate rescue and guidance under
Kah'ri Marru's mentorship, an unwavering conviction rooted itself within him—that unyielding 
preparedness stood as his ultimate shield. Guided by this belief, he embarked on a quest for 
enlightenment, seeking counsel from locals to navigate the city's best establishments.

His odyssey began at Antares Consolidated Armorers. Since his liberation, he had been a dedicated 
student in the shadow academy's libraries, reintegrating himself with common wisdom and 
fundamental knowledge. This pursuit not only brought him prestige but also underscored the 
importance of acquiring attire befitting his rank. As a journeyman acolyte, he carefully selected 
journeyman robes, a symbol of his standing.

Driven by practicality, he delved into the realm of survival gear. Within the labyrinth of cloaks, he 
chose a greyscale design for its promise of optimal temperature balance. His assortment grew with the 
addition of a cold weather backpack, boasting a compact heater, shelter, and insulated compartments to 
thwart the encroaching frost. Still, a nagging feeling led him toward another establishment.

His hunger for formidable weaponry spurred his journey. Antei Armaments, heralded for its arsenal of 
both modern blasters and traditional armaments, beckoned him forth. His gaze fixated on an impressive
spear, a weapon he knew better than any blade. Although the dream of an ideal shield remained elusive 
due to cost, the spear held promise as a potent choice.

Unsatisfied with weaponry alone, his quest expanded to other tools. The Hidden Blade Bracer, an 
accessory he sorely missed during his icy exile, seized his attention. At the Brotherhood Trading 
Company, he secured essentials like a comlink and data chips, vital for storing critical information. A 
collection of discreet metal shuriken and throwing daggers showcased his emphasis on hidden 
readiness. A portable torch, a grappling hook, and a utility belt rounded out his cache, each item chosen
for its unique utility.

In his pursuit of better interactions, he sought basic gaming paraphernalia and intriguing items, 
acknowledging the prevalence of games of chance like sabacc. To enhance his capabilities, he obtained 
a basic wristlink and utility belt, expanding his capacity to carry tools. With each acquisition, he 
transcended the isolation of the Ice Moon, journeying toward a future characterized by preparedness, 
adaptability, and a fervent desire for self-improvement.

As he traversed the establishments, faces and conversations wove into his memories. Friendly nods 
from fellow patrons at the armorers, sharing knowing smiles over chosen cloaks. Curious glances 
exchanged with potential weapon options, sparking conversations that unveiled nuances. The 
camaraderie of the Brotherhood Trading Company, a hub of gear enthusiasts, left a lingering sense of 
connection. Amid the bustle of these visits, the protagonist's trajectory was etched by more than just the
items acquired—it was the interactions, the glimpses of shared humanity, and the gradual 
transformation from solitary survival to purposeful existence.


